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In the present paper we prove 
f nx” r 
n=t ,Jf, (1 -x’) 
= z, (1 -x)(, :$:.‘;;:::~I)(, -x”)2 
= $, 44x”. 
INTRODUCTION 
We consider the polynomial U,,,(x) which is defined as follows: 
U,(x) = x9 
U,(x) = mxm + (1 -xm) U+,(x) (m > 2). 
For instance: 
U,(x) = x9 
U*(x) = x + 2x* - x3, 
U3(x)=x+2x2+2x3-x4-2x5+x6, 
U4(x)=x+2x2+2x3+3x4-3x5-x6-2x7 
+ x8 + 2x9 - X’O. 
It is clear that U,(x) is a polynomial of degree m(m + 1)/2. 
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The polynomial U,(x) has its origin in the analysis of the data structure 
called “heap.” In [2] we have shown that the average number of exchanges 
to insert a new element in a heap-orderd binary tree with 2” - 1 elements is 
equal to U,(+). 
RESULTS 
We prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
m(m+ I)/2 
U,(x) = c ujtm)Xn. 
It=1 
Then c.z(~’ = d(n) for any n < m, where the divisor function d(n) is the 
number”of divisors of n, including 1 and n. 
THEOREM 2. 
00 
-s nx” fi (1 -xj) 
El /=n+1 
00 1 (-l)“- x n(nt lU2 
= ng, (1 -x)(1 -x2) . . . (1 -x”-‘)(l TX”)2 
=qx”* 
,yI 1 - XR 
PROOF OF THEOREMS 
By induction we obtain 
U&x)=x(1 -x2)(1 -x’) a** (1 -x”)+ 2x2(1 -x’) a** (1 -x”t) 
+3x3(1-x4)..*(1-x")+...+??wm. 
Consider a function 
(1) 
U(x)= f nxn fi (1 -x9. 
RI=1 /=n+l 
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It is clear that the coefficient of x, of U,,,(x) is equal to that of U(x) for any 
n < m. Hence we shall study the function U(x). In order to prove Theorem 1 
it suffices to show 
U(x) = 5 d(n)x”. 
n=l 
From the well known identity, 
we conclude that Theorem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 2. 
In order to prove Theorem 2 we shall prove the following two auxiliary 
identities (2) and (3), where Q and b are second parameters. 
(2) 
(3) 
a2 
a k’ nx” fi (1 -ax’) 
II=1 j=nt1 
(-I)“-’ Qm J”:‘) 
= 
*g, (1 -x)(1 -x’) . . . (1 -xm-‘)(l -Xm)*’ 
ccl X” 
-b” 
“Z, 1-x” 
Cm (-I)“-’ bmxtm:‘) 
= 
m;, (I-bx)(l-bx*)...(l-bx’“)(l-x”)’ 
When a = b = 1, the right sides of (2) and (3) are the same, and hence the 
left sides are equal, giving (1). 
By [ 1, Theorem 3481, we have 
!I( 
c”-‘x(t) 
l +cxi)=m~l (1 -x) . . . (1 -Xm-l)’ 
Putting c = -ax”, we get 
fi 
co (-a)m-Ix(m-Ihx(~) 
j=n+l (l -ax’)= El (1 -x) . . . (1 -Xm-l)’ 
Substituting this into the left side of (2), it becomes 
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Changing the order of summation, we obtain 
m (q-yx(3 m 
m;, (1 -x) .*. (1 -x”-1) p, ?lxmn 
=G (-l)m- a x 1mm m 
,f, (1 -x) **’ (1 -X@) (1 Xx”)2 
00 (-1,)“- a x 1 m (m{‘) 
= 
mzl (1 -x) . . . (1 -x”-‘)(l -Xm)2 * 
This proves (2). To prove (3), denote its right side by W(b, x). Then 
W(b, x) - W(bx, x) 
= ,$ (-l)m-lb”x(m:l) 
b 
m=L 1 -xm 
[ 
1 m 
x (I-bx)...(l-bx”)- (1-bx2).X(1-bxm+‘) 1 
= e (-l)“-PX(m:l) (1 -bxm+r)-Xm(l -bx) 
mEI 1 -xx” (1 -bx) *** (1 -bxm+l) 
m (-l)m-lbmxtm:l) 
= 
m;l (1 -bx) em* (1 Ax,+‘) 
“, (-l)m-WJm:‘) 
[ 
(-,)“bm+lx(m:2) 
= 
k, (1-bx)...(1-bx”)-(1-bx)...(1-bx”+’) 1 
bx =- 
1 - bx 
(telescoping sum). 
Now let W(b, x) = JJF= r c,,(x) b”. From the equation W(b, x) - W(bx, x) = 
bx/(l - bx) just proved, we get 
5 [c,(x) b” - c,,(x) x” b”] = c x” b”. 
n=, “%I 
Equating coeffkients of b” on both sides, we find 
c,(x)( 1 - x”) = X”. 
Thus c, = x”/( 1 - x”), so 
m b”x” 
W(b,x)= r - 
“%1 1 -xx” ’ 
proving (3). 
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It should be noted that all series and products in the paper clearly 
converge absolutely for Ix 1 < 1, 1 b 1 < 1. 
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